Abstract-based on extended set-membership filter (ESMF) and the path planning method in relative velocity coordinates (RVCs), a new 3D multiple Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) systems active cooperative observation method, high precision cooperative observing a moving target by proper planning the behavior of each member vehicle, is proposed. The new method combines the ESMF based cooperative observation method and the LP-based trajectory generation method in RVCs, where the ESMF based cooperative method is used to obtain the moving target's motion state which is further used as part of the cost function to plan the UAV's behavior by using the planning method in RVCs. The contribution of this paper is: 1) the computational burden of the proposed cooperative algorithm is comparable to single ESMF algorithm; 2) the high precision observation of moving target is always obtainable by considering the optimal observation condition during trajectory planning; 3) the planning algorithm in RVCs, where the trajectory planning can be modeled as a LP problem, is used to optimize the UAV's behavior, thus, in company with 1), the fast application of the new proposed active cooperative observation method is desirable. Finally, the simulations in 3D environments are conducted to verify the feasibility and validity of the method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Localization/identification is one of the basic enabling techniques of mobile robotics [1] . Thus, it is also one of the top important research tasks in the field of robotics. However, single mobile robot system may present powerlessness due to the limited visibility and observation accuracy of equipped sensors, especially when facing complicated surroundings and terrible observation conditions. An effective method, which has been extensively researched in some applications, to overcome these drawbacks is to make observation by fusing the observations of a common moving target from multiple mobile robot systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Cooperative observation is usually on the basis of estimation technique. Many estimation methods, including traditional stochastic theory based methods, and ESMF strategy, have all been considered to construct the cooperative observation algorithm. For example, work [5] presents a method that uses a simple re-parameterization of two dimensional Gaussian distributions to obtain more accurate target position estimation from two or more robot agents. In [1] , an optimal cooperative position and velocity estimation, based on the Cramer-Rao bound, of the ground moving target (GMT) is investigated aiming at obtaining the optimal cooperative observation. All of these methods present the same disadvantages, i.e., the process and measurement noise should both be stochastic variables with a prior known mean and covariance, which often mismatches the reality. ESMF is another estimation method that can be used in cooperative observation. Different from the stochastical estimation methods, ESMF assumes that the noise is Unknown But Bounded (UBB) [6] , and it can obtain an uncertain estimation set which the real system state are ensured in [7] . With these characteristics, ESMF are very useful for the observation problem and the use of ESMF in cooperative observation is discussed in [9] where the cooperative observation method is a simple combination of two ESMF algorithm. However, the computational burden of this method is heavy due to the process of computing the intersection and its outer bounding ellipsoid, especially in 3D surroundings.
In all of the preceding researches, the influence of robot motion on the observation is not considered, while this will absolutely deteriorate the optimal observation results. Thus, in this paper, a new on-line cooperative observation method is introduced, where a new ESMF based cooperative observation method with reduced computational burden is first proposed, and then, this method is considered into the trajectory planning method in RVCs to obtain better observations by relative motion of robot systems, i.e., the active cooperative observation method.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The problem of two UAVs cooperatively detecting and tracking a moving target is researched as shown in Fig. 1 , T is a moving target to be tracked; A 1 and A 2 denote two UAV systems, where A 1 , named main UAV, is responsible for accurately detecting, planning path of two UAVs and pursuit the states of the target T by fusing the observation data from both the main UAV A 1 and the accessorial UAV A 2 . The angle between the tie line between UAV systems A 1 , A 2 and target T, i.e. φ is defined as cooperative observation angle.
In general, the dynamic model is necessary in order to estimate/predict the state of a dynamic system. However, the kinematics or dynamics of the moving target vehicle is usually unknown or too complicated to be used. Thus, in this paper, the following Newton's laws of motion based kinematic equation is used to denote the action of the moving The observation of the moving target by UAV systems is realized by 3D radar sensor. The theory of the observation can be shown in Fig. 2 and the following equations,
ESMF
where r i,k , θ i,k , α i,k are the observations of the moving target denoted as polar coordination.
T is the observation noises and satisfies
symmetric and positive definite matrix. 
III. COOPERATIVE OBSERVATION BASED ON ESMF

A. Extended Set-Membership Filter
ESMF delivers an ellipsoid set given by the following
where x is the center of the ellipsoid; P is an envelope matrix satisfying symmetric and positive definite conditions. Considering a discrete non-linear system written as:
w k  R n and n k+1  R m are respectively process and measurement noise which satisfy the following inequalities,
Q k and R k+1 are both symmetric and positive definite matrix. Linearizing Eq. (3) near current state ˆk x yields,
The ESMF method considers the higher order terms (H.O.T.) as a part of the process noise and computes its envelope matrix with interval analysis method [7] . The linearized Eq. (3) can be rewritten as,
Similarly, the output equation can be rewritten as,
The new noise bounds can be denoted as,
With the linearized system, ESMF algorithm can be used to estimate the state of system (3) to (4) by the following steps [9] ,
Step I: ESMF Prediction Step
Step II: ESMF Update Step
where, 1,
1,
and ρ k+1  (0,1) are used in the process of determining outer bounding of summation of ellipsoids. They can be calculated using the methods in [6] . Then estimation result is E( 1, 1k
The main idea of ESMF is to obtain the final estimation by intersecting prediction uncertain set and the measurement set [8] . Thus, ESMF is inherent an algorithm to compute the intersection of two special sets, which is a very useful idea for cooperative observation. 2), which the target is ensured to lie within. Thus, it is obvious that better observation result can be obtained by intersecting two observation uncertainty sets. The main idea of the new proposed method is to embed the process of the intersecting into the ESMF algorithm itself, i.e. to displace the process of computing the intersection of the prediction uncertainty set and the measurement one with the process of computing the intersection of the following three sets: prediction uncertainty set and two measurement uncertainty sets, as shown in Fig. 3 . The detailed steps of the cooperative observation algorithm, which is executed in the computer system of main UAV system, are as follows. The superscript i (i=1, 2) on the left of the variable denotes the variable is computed using the ith UAV's observation data at each sub-step.
B. Cooperative Observation Based on ESMF
Step 1: Single prediction:
where,
Step 2: Cooperative Update: Sub-step 1 -Fusing the Accessorial UAV Measurement: 
Sub-step 2 -Fusing the Main UAV Measurement: 
where,   
It is well known that ESMF update step, i.e., Eq. (10) and (11), is itself an algorithm to find the intersection of the prediction ellipsoid set and the observation set. Then, we make full use of this theory to intersect the three sets as shown in Fig. 4 . This process can be divided as two steps: .Based on the ESMF algorithm, the result
will be an ellipsoid set that satisfies Eq. (2), denoted as E temp ;
2) The second sub-step is to intersect the E temp and the main UAV's observation set 1 y S . This sub-step takes E temp as the prediction ellipsoid set and updates it using the main UAV's observation, i.e. calculates the intersection of E temp and the main UAV's observation.
However, in some special situations, the two UAVs' observation sets may not intersect, i.e. E temp  
IV. ACTIVE COOPERATIVE OBSERVATION METHOD
In this section, based on the cooperative observation method formulated above, a new active cooperative observation method is proposed. The main idea of this method is to embed path planning between the single WeCIn5.4 prediction step and cooperative update step so as to achieve optimal observation at each time step.
Fig. 5 Target tracking in RVCs
Here the LP-based path planning method in RVCs [10] is used for optimal observation. With this method the path planning problem in the dynamic environment can be described as minimizing an objective function subject to a set of linear inequalities that are easily embedded into LP planner [10] . The main idea is as shown in The pursuit theory in RVCs is to make ATi v  lie within the cone area denoted by AM T N T in Fig. 5 and towards to the target by adjusting the i v   , i.e., [10, 11] In our method, the UAV-target relative states can be calculated according to the target states predicted in single prediction step. Then the optimization criterion based on path planning method in RVCs is designed and analyzed in the following.
1) Optimization with Respect to Pursuit Velocity
From the discussion above we can see clearly that if the UAV wants to track the target with shortest time, the [10] as shown in Fig. 5 . ti v  can be denoted as,
Therefore we propose to design the pursuit velocity criterion as,
AT
, w 1 ≥0 and w 2 ≥0 are weight values.
2) Optimization with Respect to Cooperative Observation
When the cooperative observation angle φ is 90 degree, the two UAVs can achieve optimal observation [1] , [9] . The relationship between φ and the position of the UAVs can be denoted as,
V. SIMULAITON RESUTLS
The target system model is as Eq. (1) Each ellipsoid is the cooperative observation result that gets smaller and smaller with the tracking and observing going on. For verifying the excellence performance our method we supposed that there is a sudden change in the target's trajectory. But from Fig. 6 we can see that the two UAVs can still track the target cooperatively with the proper trajectory and the convergence of the cooperative observation method can be ensured, i.e., the observation result can converge to a steady uncertainty set quickly. The size of an ellipsoid can be indicated by its length of three axes i.e. the trace of envelope matrix P k,k in Eq. (2). Fig.7 shows changing trend of the trace of matrix P k,k , which illustrates the uncertain ellipsoid quantitatively. The dashed line denotes the envelope matrix trace estimated by the ESMF algorithm based on only a group of measurement data; the solid line denotes the case when two groups of measurement data are available. It is obvious from Fig. 7 that the uncertain ellipsoid set cooperatively estimated by two UAVs can converge to a smaller steady value (0.0034 vs. 0.0091), which indicates much higher observation precision. Besides that there is an increase near Step 5 because of the sudden change of target trajectory. But after that the uncertain ellipsoid can still converge, indicating that the proposed method has better steady performance. Fig. 8 the conclusion is that our method can achieve near-optimal cooperative observation actively with the moving of the target by path planning the path properly. For discussing the speediness of our method more specifically, the cooperative observation method proposed in [9] is compared with our method. Table I is the computational cost of different algorithms [12] . From the table we can see clearly the new proposed algorithm in this paper takes averagely only 0.313s to complete one iteration computation, which is almost equivalent to that of the single ESMF algorithm. While the algorithm proposed in [9] takes averagely 0.391s, which is about 20% more than that of the new proposed method in this paper. Thus, we can conclude that the new cooperative observation algorithm is more suitable to be used in fast applications. More difference between these two methods can be found in [12] . [9] 0.391
VI. CONCLUSION
An active cooperative observation method, which combines the LP based path planning method in RVCs with cooperative observation based on ESMF, was presented in this paper. With this method the UAVs first plan the path according to the prediction of target and then updated the predicted states of the target cooperatively for obtain the more accurate result. The following advantages can be obtained with the new proposed algorithm: 1) this method can observe the target optimally by planning the path of the UAVs dynamically; 2) fusing the observation result without extra computation burden apart from ESMF and planning the path with LP method can ensure the speediness of algorithm; 3) Besides that, this method avoids introducing the more approximations which can ensure the accurate observation result. Finally, the simulation results verify the feasibility and steady performances of the new proposed method.
